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Abstract
Objectives This study investigated the functional role of
‘requests’ in the coordination of surgical activities in the
operating room (OR). A secondary aim was to describe,
closely, instances of potential miscommunication to
scrutinise how so-called conversational repairs were used
to address and prevent mistakes.
Design Non-p articipant video-based observations.
Setting Team coordination around image acquisitions
(digital subtraction angiography) done during endovascular
aortic repair (EVAR) procedures in a hybrid OR.
Methods The study followed and documented a total of
72 EVAR procedures, out of which 12 were video-recorded
(58 hours). The results were based on 12 teams operating
during these recorded surgeries and specifically targeted
all sequences involving controlled apnoea. In total, 115
sequences were analysed within the theoretical framework
of conversation analysis.
Results The results indicated a simple structure
of communication that can enable the successful
coordination of work between different team members.
Central to this analysis was the distinction between
immediate requests and pre-requests. The results also
showed how conversational repairs became key in
establishing joint understanding and, therefore, how they
can function as crucial resources in safety management
operations.
Conclusion The results suggest the possibility of devising
an interactional framework to minimise problems with
communication, thereby enabling the advancement of
patient safety. By making the distinction between different
types of requests explicit, certain ambiguities can be
mitigated and some misunderstandings avoided. One
way to accomplish this practically would be to tie various
actions to clearer and more distinct forms of expression.
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Introduction
Previous observational studies on communication and teamwork in the operating
room (OR) have identified communication
problems that negatively can impact patient
safety.1–5 Effective communication is crucial
in the coordination of interdisciplinary teams
and for preventing medical errors.6 Based
on these findings, improvements in team

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► All observations are based on detailed analyses of

interactions, which video records made possible.
►► Based on non-participant observations, the analyses

targeted the two conversational phenomena of requests and repairs.
►► The study suggests that specific additions be made
to current communication models to support more
effective communication in medical settings.
►► The study was limited to 58 hours of video-recorded
interaction.

communication could help advance patient
safety.7–10
The WHO’s Surgical Safety Checklist has
been introduced as one initiative to improve
communication in the OR. In addition,
proposals have been presented for communication models that could be used as more
generic templates for effective communication.11 12 To reduce miscommunication risks,
several researchers and practitioners have
focused on so-called closed-loop communication as standardised directives for communication.13–15 As described by Parush et al,16 ‘In
the closed loop, there was always a sender and
a receiver responding in a relevant manner to
the conveyed information’ (p481).
By drawing on the concepts of information,
senders and receivers, these studies build on
early information theories from the 1940s and
1950s that were formulated in the languages
of mathematics and engineering.17 18 These
theories focused on issues related to telephone
wires’ carrying capacity, but they contained
no obvious social components.19 Thus, an
explanation of why communication can fail
falls centrally on the concept of noise, that is,
when interference impedes a signal.17 To this
effect, it also has been shown that noise in the
OR may distract surgical team members and
affect communication negatively.20 21 Even
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In ordinary conversations, participants have been shown
to be attentive to the contingencies involved in fulfilling a
request, and if potential problems are detected, an immediate request may be preceded by something called a pre-
request.29 These procedures for checking on the other
party’s availability have not received the same attention
in studies on communication in the OR. Building on this
understanding, the study, therefore, aimed to investigate
how requests (immediate and pre-requests) help organise
the coordination of interprofessional communication in
the OR. A secondary aim was to describe, closely, instances
of potential miscommunication to scrutinise how repairs
are used to address and prevent mistakes.

Methods
Research setting
The materials for this study were collected as part of a
larger project focusing on interprofessional communication and the utilisation of medical imaging technologies
in a hybrid OR at a Swedish hospital. This project documented all occurrences of a single type of procedure,
endovascular aortic repair (EVAR), over an 18-
month
duration.
This study focused on the coordination of two interdependent actions by separate parties in the OR. The
central action here, as part of the medical procedure, is
image acquisition using digital subtraction angiography
(DSA) during EVAR. DSA combines an imaging process
with the concurrent injection of a contrast agent, but for
purposes of this analysis, it has been treated as a single
unit.
For this imaging process to result in high-
quality
images, any chest motions caused by respiration must be
suppressed. As patients are sedated during this procedure,
this task is the anaesthetic nurse’s (AN’s) responsibility.
Respiration is withheld by controlling the respirator, and
apnoea is induced temporarily. This second subsidiary
action (controlled apnoea) is a prerequisite for a successful
DSA.
Data collection
During an 18-month period, a total of 72 EVAR procedures were carried out in the targeted hybrid OR, of
which 12 were selected randomly to be recorded on
video. Altogether, 58 hours were recorded with the aid of
a ceiling-mounted camera in the OR and by capturing the
surgical team’s screen.
In relation to observational studies, there is generally a
concern for the so-called Hawthorne effect. This observer
effect as described by Landsberger39 pointed to increased
productivity, given the changed circumstances of being
observed by outside parties. For the current study, non-
participant researchers videotaping the activity could
reasonably be hypothesised as producing a similar effect.
In relation to the aims of the study then, ‘productivity’
would have to be translated into something akin to ‘safe’
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more specifically, it has been shown that surgeons had to
repeat requests (eg, for surgical instruments) five times
as often when music was playing in the OR.22 However,
this latter study also highlights the mechanisms that can
be used to compensate for communication problems—
social mechanisms that classical information theories did
not cover. Therefore, an alternative for studying communication modelled on senders and receivers is to analyse
how (mis)communication is both produced and managed
in the course of ongoing talk.23
Studies that aim to do this often rely on video-recorded
materials from the OR in combination with a conversation analytic approach. The latter is an analytic undertaking concerned with a general understanding of talk
and interaction that studies the in situ organisation of
talk at a very detailed level.24 This is accomplished by
working with collections of audio-
recorded or video-
recorded fragments of talk and action. Such an analytic
enterprise can shed light on how and why communication problems occur in the first place, as well as how such
problems could be prevented to raise care-work quality.25
Within the framework of conversation analysis, the
interactional management of communication problems has been analysed and empirically described under
the heading of conversational repairs.26–28 Repairs are
aspects of talk concerned with correcting some communication problem that may be grounded in difficulties
with speaking, hearing or understanding. A person can
correct a problem with his or her speech (self-repair) or
initiate a correction of a problem in another person’s
speech (other-repair).29 30 This kind of analysis departs
from the findings that participants involved in interaction constantly display how they understand each other.
Based on these displays, participants also can identify
breakdowns in intersubjectivity and find the means to
repair them.31 By analysing such repairs, the analyst
can access what participants themselves identify as
problematic.
In this tradition, video-based studies on surgery have
described practices through which surgeons and other
team members coordinate their actions and build a
shared understanding of ongoing procedures.23 32–34 One
thing that these studies underscore is the importance of
requests or directives for the orderly flow of operations.35
Mondada27 distinguishes between explicit requests
in the form of verbal directives, followed by requested
actions and more implicit forms. In the latter case, teamwork can be performed tacitly without explicit requests, in
which certain actions are recognised as awaiting a specific
response.36 This is made possible by close monitoring of
the surgeon’s bodily conduct, coupled with an awareness
of the ongoing procedure and its relevant subsequent
actions.37 In this respect, some surgical practices—such as
robotic-assisted surgery, in which the surgeon is separated
physically from the rest of the team—become more challenging.10 Not only are requests more difficult to hear
over greater distances but there also may be problems in
monitoring the readiness of the request’s recipient.38

Open access
Multiple project members analysed communication
between team members in all 115 sequences involving
controlled apnoea, employing conversation analysis.41
The analyses specifically targeted the two conversational
phenomena of requests and repairs, respectively. This
detailed transcription form indicates how interactions
are organised in a turn-by-turn fashion. To the unfamiliar
reader, such analyses may appear as narrative and descriptive, especially because the technical vocabulary often
directly corresponds to ordinary language use. However,
Schegloff,24 a founding member of this analytical tradition, describes this mode of analysis as being concerned
with the understanding of interaction in general:
In one form which data analysis takes in this enterprise, the effort is to elucidate and describe the structure of a coherent, naturally bounded phenomenon
or domain of phenomena in interaction, how it is organised and the practices by which it is produced. For
this, one ordinarily works with a collection of fragments of talk (or other conduct) which instantiate
the phenomenon and its variants (p101).

Patient and public involvement
Patients were not targeted in any way for the research
project and, therefore, were not involved in the research
process.

Data analysis
The video materials were edited and processed with
Final Cut Pro X (Apple) software. In relation to the
study’s aims, all video materials were scrutinised, and 115
sequences of controlled apnoea were identified. These
sequences subsequently were transcribed using ELAN
language-archive software. Following methods outlined
by Jefferson,40 the data were presented as ‘fragments’ of
actual conversations. In the transcripts, underlined utterances indicate that the speaker is emphasising the talk.
CAPS indicate that the speech was delivered at increased
volume, while a ‘∧’ indicates a rising pitch. Pauses longer
than 0.2 s are represented by their length placed inside
parentheses, and micropauses, that is, those shorter than
0.2 s, are represented by a (.).

Thus, this approach operates on the microscopic level
of human action, in which the analysis is made possible
by the documented details that video records provide.25

Results
As evidenced by the video recordings, most of the apnoea
sequences involved the successful coordination of action.
However, several minor communication problems also
were identified. Out of the 115 sequences, all involved
requests in one form or another, while conversational
repairs occurred 13 times (11%) in relation to the initial
phase (onset of apnoea).
A schematised model of the studied communication is
represented by the action flowchart depicted in figure 1.
While this representation is clear and simple, many

Results section 1:

ACTION FLOWCHART

1.2 Pre-requests
and go-aheads

SU: PRE-REQUEST
AN:

GO-AHEAD

1.1 Requests and
confirmations

SU:

REQUEST

AN: CONFIRMATION

AN:
SU:

Results section 2:

2.1 Repairs and the ambiguities of requests
2.2 Repairs and the ambiguities of confirmations

APNOEA
DSA

Figure 1 A simple communication model and the structure of the results. AN, anaesthetic nurse; DSA, digital subtraction
angiography; SU, surgeon.
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or ‘more effective’ communication. Did the communication become more successful and less prone to errors
because of the study? This issue was not controlled for.
However, the study takes an interest in the variation and
differences produced within the observed instances. In
these observations, the very same teams were to produce
both functional and less functional communicative
patterns. Understanding the principles that govern this
internal variation can be achieved without controlling for
the Hawthorne effect.
The total number of image acquisitions (DSA or
DynaCT) in the materials was 670, yielding a mean of 9.3
acquisitions of sequences per procedure (2.17 aq/hour).
For the video-recorded subset, the total was 142, with a
mean of 11.8 per procedure (2.65 aq/hour). The mean
procedure duration was 4.35 hours.
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Anaesthetic Nurse (AN)

Surgeon (SU)

10
11
12
13

SU:
AN:
AN:
SU:

apnoea please
(2s)
okay apnoea
(0.2s)

[a]
[APNOEA]
[b]
[DSA]

Figure 2 Fragment 1. AN, anaesthetic nurse; DSA, digital
subtraction angiography; SU, surgeon.

variations were found among the communicative encounters. The figure also illustrates how individual sections of
the results are organised. The first section is devoted to
showing how this model could operate as a communication backbone that may fulfil certain organisational needs
in the OR. Section 2 addresses specific communication
problems that staff encountered and describes how these
problems were resolved.
Immediate requests and confirmations
While it remains within the AN’s domain to execute the
apnoea, it is the operating surgeon (or radiology nurse
(RN)) who decides when such an action should be taken.
To bridge this communication gap, the surgeon issues an
immediate request for apnoea. On hearing such a request,
the AN will initiate the conditions needed to suspend the
patient’s respiration. However, before the surgeon can
proceed with the imaging, an intermediate step is needed,
that is, a confirmation that the apnoea state has been
reached, which prompts the surgeon to proceed. Because
of this relationship between the two steps, the actions of
the immediate request and its confirmation comprise a
form of interactional unit, what is also referred to as an
adjacency pair.41
Fragment 1 (figure 2) begins with the surgeon (SU)
calling for an action and expecting it to happen immediately.35 This kind of immediate request [a] is the most
common way to communicate what is required and
generally accomplishes the successful coordination of
action between different team members. This communication design shares similarities with closed-loop communication: First, the initiator calls out a request, then the
receiver grants the request by confirming it, which, in this
setting, [b] also works as a marker for commencing the
angiography [DSA]. An additional observation here is
that the AN’s response to the request is built through two
separate items. The first is an acknowledgement token
(‘okay’), affirming that the nurse hears and understands
4

the request. The second (‘apnoea’) confirms that the
action has been or will be executed.
However, a complication arises here. Immediate
requests are built on the premise that everyone in the
OR is involved in the requester’s project. The request
must both be heard and understood if it is to be acted
on immediately, but considering that the AN may not be
monitoring the surgical activity closely at all times, the
need arises for a routine that checks on the parties’ availability whenever coordinated action is required. This is
done by using the so-called pre-requests.
Pre-requests and go-aheads
The relation between the surgeon and the AN is different
from that of, for instance, a surgeon and a scrub nurse.
A scrub nurse may be assumed to be attentive to the
unfolding of the surgical procedure and, to some extent,
may anticipate upcoming needs in terms of instruments
and the like. However, an AN has a separate ongoing
project and, therefore, functions in and out of communication with the surgical team.42 Therefore, surgeons
cannot always rely on having the AN’s attention, which
must be established and checked. This is when the
communicative actions of pre-requests are useful.
Pre-
requests fulfil several needs, setting up and
projecting a longer communication sequence between
different parties. The pre-
request also may specify
upcoming events and requirements in some detail. Most
importantly, they offer the opportunity for the receiving
party to either raise objections or give the go-ahead for the
next part of the surgery. Thus, this (adjacency) pair may
be characterised as pre-request and go-ahead, respectively.
Fragment 2 (figure 3) provides an illustration taken
from an interactional sequence that displays all the
components described above. In this sequence, the chief
surgeon and AN coordinate their actions, and the analysis
aims to point out how this coordination is accomplished
in a turn-by-turn fashion. More specifically, the example
illustrates how pre-requests and go-aheads support the
surgeon and AN in successfully organising the upcoming
request and the ensuing surgical actions.
The fragment begins as the surgeon (SU) calls out what
is, in effect, a pre-request [a] to the AN. This is done by
topicalising time twice and by naming the to-be-requested
action (‘apnoea’). The call-out is designed to project an
upcoming activity to prepare the AN for this. The AN
responds with a go-ahead [b] ‘yes’ and after a short pause
also adds ‘I’m awake’. This go-ahead from the AN, in
turn, displays that the first turn is understood as a pre-
request. It is framed as being part of the ongoing project
through use of the metaphor of being ‘awake’, and no
further action is taken at this time. A few seconds pass,
after which the SU provides a request for direct action
[c]. Again, time is topicalised. However, at this point, it
is intended as an immediate request, with the expectation that the action will happen presently. The surgeon
reiterates the requested action (‘apnoea’) and ends the
utterance with a ‘please’, which, in conversational analysis
Ivarsson J, Åberg M. BMJ Open 2020;10:e035194. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2019-035194
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Figure 3 Fragment 2. AN, anaesthetic nurse; DSA, digital
subtraction angiography; SU, surgeon.

phrasings, ‘extends the turn constructional unit beyond
the name of the requested (action), and thus facilitates
the request being fulfilled immediately upon the turn’s
completion’ (Mandelbaum, p221).29 On this, the AN
initiates a sequence of three events: First, an acknowledgement token [d] (‘yeah’) is provided, indicating that
the request has been heard and understood. Next, the
respirator is turned off [APNOEA]. Finally, a confirmation that the action has been carried out successfully is
provided [e] (‘apnoea’). The SU then responds to the
confirmation by initiating the imaging process [DSA].
As this example illustrates, pre-requests commonly are
used to verify a request’s preconditions. In other words,
a pre-request can be used to check for the other person’s
availability and to prepare that person for an upcoming
immediate request. The presequence ensures that the
involved parties are all observant and ready to hear and
act on the command when it eventually is issued.
Repairs and the ambiguity of requests
The illustrations so far have shown how immediate
requests and pre-requests are used to coordinate actions
in the OR successfully. What will be shown in this section
is how and why the surgical personnel encounter various
difficulties in relation to requests for apnoea. As already
indicated, pre-requests can become important devices in
organising common projects. However, there are several
instances in the collected data in which the members
display difficulties in interpreting whether an utterance
is designed to be a pre-request or an immediate request.
Requests’ ambiguities are clarified through conversational repairs. For ordinary conversations, such problems
have been found to be exceedingly common, while also
resolved regularly in due course. In high-risk settings,
such as surgeries, it is important to keep any form of
misunderstanding to a minimum. Therefore, the identification and mitigation of these repairs are important parts
of ensuring care quality and safety.
If a request is made in the OR, the recipient of this
request preferably should confirm that the request has
been heard and understood by repeating the request (see
fragments 1 and 2). However, when a problem exists in the
way a request is formulated (or perceived), the recipient
to (or the originator of) the request commonly initiates
Ivarsson J, Åberg M. BMJ Open 2020;10:e035194. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2019-035194
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30 RN: then we would very much
31
like an apnoea
[a]
32
(5s)
33 AN: should I do an apnoea? [b]
34 RN: yes please
[c]
35 AN: apnoea
[APNOEA]
36 RN: (4s)
[DSA]
Figure 4 Fragment 3. AN, anaesthetic nurse; DSA, digital
subtraction angiography; RN, radiology nurse.

a repair to disambiguate the requested action. Fragment
3 illustrates such a repair sequence. In this situation, the
RN and AN coordinate their actions.
The target utterance, and source of the problem, in
fragment 3 (figure 4) is when the RN calls out ‘Then
we would very much like an apnoea’ [a]. This utterance
could be viewed as unclear in respect to what communicative action it is embodying. It could be interpreted as
a pre-request that aims to prepare the AN for upcoming
events, or it alternatively could be understood as an
immediate request.
The AN treats this ambiguity as a problem—something
that becomes interactionally manifested in two ways. First,
there is silence or a pause. For several seconds, the AN
does not respond. While such inaction is difficult to interpret analytically in terms of its meaning, a pause does
provide space for, or invite, additional clarifications on
behalf of the party who just spoke (in this case, the RN).43
When no such elucidation is offered voluntarily, the AN
addresses the problem explicitly by asking for a clarification [b]. This so-called other-initiated repair is made in
the form of a polar (yes or no) question that also includes
a candidate interpretation of what the prior turn was
aiming to do (a request for apnoea). So, rather than ask
for a repetition of what was said, this turn is designed to
target, specifically, the very problem that the AN is facing
in disambiguating the previous turn. It shows that the AN
was attentive and heard what was said, but that the form of
the utterance made the action unclear (pre-request/immediate request). The RN confirms the AN’s candidate
interpretation with a ‘yes please’ [c], and the sequence
proceeds without further difficulty.
What is illustrated with this sequence is that the AN is
reluctant to begin any consequential action based on an
ambiguous turn. Instead, a repair sequence is initiated to
resolve the issue before taking any further action. This
is clearly a form of safety management, and in this work,
conversational repairs are crucial resources for establishing joint understanding between team members.
Repairs and the ambiguity of confirmations
As illustrated above, utterances made by RNs or surgeons
can become difficult for ANs to interpret, but communication difficulties of this sort are not exclusive to one
profession. The operators (SU/RN in this case) also may
encounter problems when it comes to understanding
5
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20 SU: then I´ll soon ask for an
21
apnoea when it’s time
[a]
22 AN: YES (2.5s) I’m awake
[b]
23
(11s)
24 SU: now then, APNOEA please [c]
25 AN: yeah
[d]
26
(4s)
[APNOEA]
27 AN: apnoea
[e]
28 SU: (0.5s)
[DSA]
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Figure 5 Fragment 4. AN, anaesthetic nurse; DSA, digital
subtraction angiography; RN, radiology nurse.

the responses that they receive. For any communication project to function, it is not enough that one party
makes their own contributions clear and unambiguous;
they also must check on the receiving party’s level of
understanding.
Fragment 4 (figure 5) illustrates some of these problems when the RN calls out a request for apnoea [a].
The stress put on the two final words further emphasises
the action as being a request and helps in making the
communication clearer as it is done over some distance
in the OR. The response [b] that the initial turn elicits is
most interesting and the main target for this sequence.
This response is constructed through repetition of the
word ‘apnoea’ and, following a micropause, the affirmative ‘yes’. What is observable in the video recordings is
that the AN then turns the respirator off and executes
the request [APNOEA]. It is not clear whether the RN
perceives this action, but from what transpires, that seems
unlikely.
Theoretically, this response turn [b] from the AN
could be viewed as confirming the reception of information of
the prior turn, thereby constituting an exemplary case for
the ‘check-back’ part of the closed-loop communication
model.15 However, this empirically is not a fully functional
communication sequence. From the RN’s perspective,
after successfully hearing a request, what is expected next
is possibly an acknowledgement token, but most definitely a confirmation. While these two parts do not have
any fixed forms, predominant patterns are evident in the
materials. The acknowledgement tokens overwhelmingly
take the form of affirmatives, for example, ‘yes’, ‘yup’,
‘yeah’ and so on, but the confirmations tend to repeat
the request’s core action so as to specify the current state
of ‘apnoea’.
However, the initial response [b] in fragment 4 is alternating the order of the expressions commonly used in
confirmation sequences. While this could be understood
as a minor variation in the talk, it is evidently enough
to trigger a repair sequence [c]. For the RN, it is now
unclear, through the response [b] received, what the AN
made of the initial turn [a]. Did the AN hear it only as a
pre-request? If so, the form ‘apnoea (.) yes’ would be a
proper and understandable way to provide a go-ahead.
But if it was heard as a request, the chosen format is a rare
one and a cause of confusion. Thus, the RN initiates a
6

repair by explicitly asking for clarification on the current
state (‘apnoea now or?’).
The second response [d] confirms the candidate
suggestion made by the RN through the affirmative ‘yes’
in combination with reiterating the keyword ‘apnoea’.
While the very same two words are the only ones uttered
in both turns [b and d], the latter turn now aligns with the
more common format of acknowledgement token (‘yes’),
followed by a confirmation of the status (‘apnoea’). This
way, the switching of the word order dispels the confusion
experienced by the RN, and the imaging process is initiated.
Discussion
This study has shown how conversational repairs are central
in establishing a joint understanding and, therefore, how
they can function as crucial resources in safety management. By explaining the interactional details of a few select
examples, the study has exhibited some of the fundamental
mechanisms through which most communication is structured by pointing to the procedural production of joint
understanding and the coordination of actions in the OR.
A limitation of this work is that it only analysed 58 hours
of interactions in a single setting. Based on this, one might
argue that the showcased fragments amount to nothing
more than anecdotal evidence. However, such an objection ignores the fact that the regularity and availability
of the identified practices already have been established
elsewhere. Through 50 years of rigorous analyses, with an
ever-increasing corpus of corroborating studies, the field
of conversation analysis has accumulated a rich understanding of how people—by way of these practices—come
to understand each other in interactions.24 41 This specific
analysis has added the knowledge that some of the same
mechanisms are also at work in the studied setting.
This does not diminish the observations’ value, as the
consequences and implications for the medical setting are
drastically different compared with most other settings. As a
case in point, in the study, the stand-alone word apnoea was
used in some instances to communicate a range of different
actions, such as pre-requests and immediate requests, as well as
go-aheads and confirmations. While these observations attest
to the flexibility of language use, such versatility also opens
up the possibility of unwanted vagueness. The presence of
vague expressions during surgery cannot be viewed as being
up to par with communication expectations nor are they
fully compliant with safety-critical management. If the aim
is to raise the quality of interprofessional communication
during surgeries, these findings strongly suggest that one
should devise an interactional framework that minimises
problems with understanding.
By making the distinction between different types of
requests explicit, ambiguities can be mitigated and some
misunderstandings avoided. To enable this, different
actions should be tied to clearer and more distinct forms of
expression. One solution is to design key utterances so that
they always include a temporal component, thereby specifying whether a request is wanted ‘soon’ (pre-) or ‘now’
Ivarsson J, Åberg M. BMJ Open 2020;10:e035194. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2019-035194
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[2017-11-28 10:34]
40 RN: can we have apnoea please? [a]
41 AN: apnoea (.) yes^
[b]
42
(0.4s)
[APNOEA]
43
(0.3s)
44 RN: apnoea now or?
[c]
45 AN: yes (.) apnoea
[d]
46 RN: (0.3s)
[DSA]

Open access

Conclusion
This general framework for understanding communication
has much wider resonance, both in and beyond ORs, as
communication problems can compromise patient safety.
Therefore, current models deployed to ensure more
effective communication in medical settings13–16 should
be complemented with the analytical resources for evaluating interactants’ treatment of any inherent ambiguities in
communicative exchanges.
To guide further research in this area, the following
hypotheses are offered: the systematic use of pre-requests
could improve situational awareness in interprofessional
teams and increase their preparedness for upcoming
actions. In addition, by implementing distinct forms of
verbal expression, and thereby improving communication
quality, some problems connected with noisy environments
could be mitigated.
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